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Wicked Problems

2022

ethical action requires more than a catch phrase while a generation of
changemakers and peacebuilders have set out to be the change a thousand
cautionary tales from the frontlines of social economic climate and
racial justice work suggest that deep ethical dilemmas don t always have
easily actionable answers drawing on the lived experiences and real
expertise of activists educators and researchers wicked problems explores
how doing the work around the world and in one s own community often
requires tough decisions between peace and justice revolution and reform
violence and nonviolence and between means and ends

Ethical Insight, Ethical Action

1988

bringing together the testimony of over 80 visionaries from religious
leaders to scientists to elected officials this book encourages a newly
discovered or rediscovered commitment to consensus about our ethical
obligation to the future and why it s wrong to wreck the world

Ethical Insight, Ethical Action

1988

provides a framework and instructional materials for integrating ethical
education specifically ethical action into the middle school classroom
and curriculum provided by publisher

Moral Ground

2010

embark on an enlightening journey with environmental ethics and
conservation a profound exploration of the moral principles that guide
our interactions with the earth this pivotal book navigates the
philosophical underpinnings and urgent calls to action that define the
conservation movement challenging readers to confront the ethical
dimensions of our environmental crisis introducing environmental ethics
and conservation a call to action this book is a crucial dialogue on the
values and responsibilities we hold towards the natural world and the
legacy we leave for future generations engage with critical reflections
on



Ethical Action

2009

this innovative textbook provides a systematic approach to developing
practices of perception reflection and inquiry to facilitate sound
ethical action in organizational settings now in its second edition donna
ladkin s mastering ethics in organizations invites readers to reflect and
experiment on ethical behaviors with targeted activities in unique
organizational contexts

Cultivating Ethical Action

2023-12-19

plain language and ethical action examines and evaluates principles and
practices of plain language that technical content producers can apply to
meet their audiences needs in an ethical way applying the buroc framework
bureaucratic unfamiliar rights oriented and critical to identify
situations in which audiences will benefit from plain language this work
offers in depth profiles show how six organizations produce effective
plain language content the profiles show plain language projects done by
organizations ranging from grassroots volunteers on a shoe string budget
to small nonprofits to consultants completing significant federal
contacts end of chapter questions and exercises provide tools for
students and practitioners to reflect on and apply insights from the book
reflecting global commitments to plain language this volume includes a
case study of a european group based in sweden along with results from
interviews with plain language experts around the world including canada
england south africa portugal australia and new zealand this work is
intended for use in courses in information design technical and
professional communication health communication and other areas producing
plain language communication it is also a crucial resource for
practitioners developing plain language technical content and content
strategists in a variety of fields including health literacy technical
communication and information design

Mastering Ethics in Organizations

2021-08-27

an ethic is a standard of proper moral behavior or behavior that follows
a standard of right and wrong included is a discussion of how to develop
a code of ethics how friends family and others can influence ethics and
how ethics affect the community each of the six chapters has an overview
with thought provoking statements a unique section celebrating ethical
behavior recounts the ethical behavior of people who have come under fire
and holidays that celebrate ethical actions this book is about making
decisions that support beliefs and values and gives suggestions for how



to put ethics into action

Ethics in Action

2020

are you an ethical person regardless of your answer a follow up probe
might be how do you know your personal values reflect your beliefs what
you care about these values if they really matter to you are activated by
and through your everyday decisions how do you ensure that your values
those that reflect your best ethical self are actually demonstrated in
the choices you make on a daily basis sometimes what we say we value does
not match our actual behavior being ethical requires the ability to
discern and navigate competing values continually striving to attain both
personal and organizational goals with moral strength this necessitates
the development of skills that support personal governance and your moral
competency to be ethical building moral strength needs to become a focus
of your daily life which calls for making a deliberate effort to apply
the values you say you hold in reading this book you will see how
awareness of your thoughts and emotions along with specific moral
competencies can influence your desire to do the right thing and bolster
your ability to exercise moral strength at work drawing insight from the
latest research in management business ethics organizational behavior and
psychology each chapter is intended to help adult learners examine
leverage and continue to develop their best ethical selves in
organizational life

Plain Language and Ethical Action

2015-05-22

the sustainable development goals adopted by the united nations in 2015
comprise an ambitious and sweeping agenda that unites economic social and
environmental aims what resources do the world s religious and secular
traditions offer in support of these objectives which principles do these
traditions hold in common and how can these shared values help advance
global goals this book presents an in depth and deeply engaged
conversation among interfaith religious leaders and interdisciplinary
scholars and practitioners in pursuit of an ethical consensus that could
ground sustainable development efforts drawing on more than two years of
close knit discussions convened by jeffrey d sachs and marcelo sánchez
sorondo it offers an extensive and inclusive vision of how to promote
human flourishing the book features theological philosophical and ethical
deliberations of great diversity and depth on the challenges of
sustainable development addressing questions of poverty environmental
justice peace conflict and the future of work it includes consensus
statements on the moral imperatives of sustainable development
introductions to seven major religious traditions and their conceptions
of the common good and thematic reflections wide ranging and urgent this
book represents a major contribution to interreligious dialogue and to



the articulation of a shared global ethics the book features a foreword
by pope francis and ecumenical patriarch bartholomew

Ethics

2001

the call for our schools and universities to develop ethical leaders has
never been stronger this volume offers new approaches to equipping our
student leaders with the skills competencies and courage to act in an
ethical manner even in the face of peer pressure tradition or convention
each chapter includes ideas and strategies to help student leaders become
more ethically fit ways to challenge students to pursue what is ethical
and right rather than simply avoiding what is wrong or illegal examples
of words phrases and red flag situations along with effective responses
that can be practiced and taught six different leadership models to help
understand the dynamics and potentials of ethics related leadership the
jossey bass quarterly report series new directions for student leadership
explores leadership concepts and pedagogical topics of interest to high
school and college leadership educators issues are grounded in
scholarship and feature practical applications and best practices in
youth and adult leadership education

Choice and Action

1981

this book will help researchers and engineers in the design of ethical
systems for robots addressing the philosophical questions that arise and
exploring modern applications such as assistive robots and self driving
cars the contributing authors are among the leading academic and
industrial researchers on this topic and the book will be of value to
researchers graduate students and practitioners engaged with robot design
artificial intelligence and ethics

Ethics is a Daily Deal

2015-12-11

knud ejler løgstrup s the ethical demand is the most original influential
danish contribution to moral philosophy in this century this is the first
time that the complete text has been available in english translation
originally published in 1956 it has again become the subject of
widespread interest in europe now read in the context of the whole of
løgstrup s work the ethical demand marks a break not only with
utilitarianism and with kantianism but also with kierkegaard s christian
existentialism and with all forms of subjectivism yet løgstrup s project
is not destructive rather it is a presentation of an alternative
understanding of interpersonal life the ethical demand presupposes that



all interaction between human beings involves a basic trust its content
cannot be derived from any rule for løgstrup there is not christian
morality and secular morality there is only human morality

Ethics in Action for Sustainable Development

2022-12-20

universities teach courses in ethics but do they teach students how to be
ethical in practice lisa kretz s ethics emotion education and empowerment
explores the ways that philosophical ethics are currently taught and
argues that dominant approaches fail to adequately support ethical action
in part because emotions are all too often ignored or repressed in
university classrooms in isolation abstract theoretical content fails to
motivate the ability to reason through an ethical dilemma does not by
itself of necessity impact ethical action empowered action requires
intentional emotional engagement kretz argues that part of the reason
affective pedagogy fails to get sufficient uptake is due to the
operations of oppression there is a long history of the reason emotion
dualism undermining recognition of the necessary and valuable epistemic
roles emotions play in moral life and serving as a political tactic to
undermine the experience of oppressed groups this impoverishes ethical
pedagogy because it is to the detriment of their ability to teach ethics
in a comprehensive way and strips the potential of supporting students to
enact their own reflectively held ethical beliefs and values using the
example of the environmental crisis kretz makes a case for supporting
students as engaged activists aware of their capacity to ethically change
the world

Developing Ethical Leaders

2015-06-08

globalizing responsibility the political rationalities of ethical
consumption presents an innovative reinterpretation of the forces that
have shaped the remarkable growth of ethical consumption develops a
theoretically informed new approach to shape our understanding of the
pragmatic nature of ethical action in consumption processes provides
empirical research on everyday consumers social networks and campaigns
fills a gap in research on the topic with its distinctive focus on fair
trade consumption locates ethical consumption within a range of social
theoretical debates on neoliberalism governmentality and globalisation
challenges the moralism of much of the analysis of ethical consumption
which sees it as a retreat from proper citizenly politics and an
expression of individualised consumerism

A Construction Manual for Robots' Ethical



Systems

2015-11-26

the fourth edition retains the elements of the text that have contributed
to its success while also broadening its appeal written in an informal
accessible style author craig e johnson takes an interdisciplinary
approach to leadership ethics while blending research and theory with
practical application this unique text promotes ethical decision making
and action through skill development self assessment and application
exercises in the fourth edition a new chapter ethical crisis leadership
explains five ethical principles and strategies that are essential to
fulfilling moral duties during times of crisis leadership ethics at the
movies features present short summaries of feature films that portray
ethical dilemmas discussion starters are included to prompt readers to
draw ethical implications and applications from the films self assessment
features measure the reader s performance on an important behaviour skill
or concept discussed in the chapter implications and applications review
key ideas and their ramifications for the reader as a leader for further
exploration challenge and assessment encourages readers to engage in
extended reflection and self analysis focus on follower ethics boxes that
broaden coverage of the text and introduce concepts students can apply to
their role as followers three cases per chapter offer real world examples
for anlaysis and reflection a lengthy reference section at the end of the
book serves as a starting point for further research and exploration
instructors resources include teaching strategies a test bank sample
syllabi assignment descriptions and more

The Ethical Demand

1997-02-15

in teaching toward freedom william ayers illuminates the hope as well as
the conflict that characterizes the craft of education how it can be used
in authoritarian ways at the service of the state the church or a
restrictive existing social order or as he envisions it as a way for
students to become more fully human more engaged more participatory more
free using examples from his own classroom experiences as well as from
popular culture film and novels ayers redraws the lines concerning how we
teach why we teach and the surprising things we uncover when we allow
students to become visible vocal authors of their own lives and stories
this lucid and inspiring book will help teachers at every level to
realize that ideal

Ethics, Emotion, Education, and Empowerment

2020-10-14

a compelling look at the ethics of social work administration and the



inherent integration of ethics in social organizations

Globalizing Responsibility

2010-12-09

includes section book reviews

Meeting the Ethical Challenges of Leadership

2011-02-28

this book provides a powerful business explanatory framework for
resolving business ethics issues whenever and wherever they arise and an
ethical decision model which can be used to manage the ethical problems
of business in all their actual complexity and variety as presented in
just business business ethics is not an extraneous anti business option
it is a rigorous analytical business tool

Teaching Toward Freedom

2004-09-10

publisher description in a book rich with examples rushworth kidder
reveals that moral courage is the bridge between talking ethics and doing
ethics defining it as a readiness to endure danger for the sake of
principle he explains that the courage to act is found at the
intersection of three elements action based on core values awareness of
the risks and a willingness to endure necessary hardship by exploring how
moral courage spurs us to strive for core values he demonstrates the
benefits of ethical action to the individual and to society and the
severe consequences that can result from remaining morally dormant

A Framework for Ethical Action in the Nursing
Service Adminstration

1986-01-01
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Ethics and Action

2022-06

this book aims to delineate major ethical challenges faced by human
rights ingos

Ethics and Action

19??

in this volume stephen m gardiner and david a weisbach present arguments
for and against the relevance of ethics to global climate policy gardiner
argues that climate change is fundamentally an ethical issue since it is
an early instance of a distinctive challenge to ethical action theperfect
moral storm and ethical concerns such as with justice rights political
legitimacy community and humanity s relationship to nature are at the
heart of many of the decisions that need to be made consequently climate
policy that ignores ethics is at risk of solving the wrong problem
perhaps even to the extreme of endorsing forms of climate extortion this
is especially true of policy based on narrow forms of economic self
interest by contrast weisbach argues that existing ethical theories are
not well suited to addressing climate change as applied to climate change
existingethical theories suffer from internal logical problems and
suggest infeasible strategies rather than following failed theories or
waiting indefinitely for new and better ones weisbach argues that central
motivation for climate policy is straightforward it is in their common
interest for peopleand nations to agree to policies that dramatically
reduce emissions to prevent terrible harms

Guide to Ethical Decisions and Actions for
Social Service Administrators

1982

in a down to earth review of the often contentious subject of ethics
public sector ethics theory and applications presents personal accounts
of individuals who faced moral dilemmas and how they resolved them it
moves the study of ethics away from a box checking exercise of what to do
not to do to a discussion that creates understanding of existential
choices that people make the book supplements discussion of the
literature with practical examples of ethical dilemmas that public
servants face through detailed case studies the book argues that the
concept of ethics is not black and white but is a fluid concept that can
be described in shades of gray through various lenses it identifies how
factors such as religion and philosophy can shape individuals values and
possible friction that can arise between individuals values and missions
of their organizations it also stresses the importance of an organization
s strength of mission in creating environments for ethical action taking



a candid look at some of the unsavory stereotypes relating to government
employee work ethic the book explains the relationship between ethics and
organizational structure it emphasizes the role of mission fulfillment as
a means to respond to the wishes of the populace linking ethics to
democratic accountability it then gives you a framework for making
ethical decisions that line up with your organization s mission

International Journal of Ethics

1895

highlights the ethical standards and guidelines set forth by the american
psychological association s apa ethical principles of psychologists and
code of conduct eppcc and the specialty guidelines for forensic
psychology sgfp this casebook provides readers with a practical review of
these ethical standards and professional guidelines in the context of 35
forensic case vignettes with corresponding commentary by leaders in the
field concepts are presented using a best practices model that encourages
and promotes engaging in empirically supported decision making

Ethics and action

1994

this book develops a thorough account of the sphere of human moral action
in sustained dialogue with jürgen moltmann by examining god s role as
promise giver particularly in the christian understanding of resurrection
this work describes the occupancy of both history and space in moral
terms this leads to an understanding of jesus description of the kingdom
of god to feature prominently in describing both the possibility and
content of human moral action by offering an account of each of the main
doctrines found in moltmann s corpus the role of the future the trinity
the holy spirit and anthropology this book locates how each contributes
to the understanding of ethics from a christian perspective and
subsequently applies these findings to the contemporary issue of poverty
and global economics

Just Business

2005

foreword by robert hauptman as discussions about the roles played by
information in economic political and social arenas continue to evolve
the need for an intellectual primer on information ethics that also
functions as a solid working casebook for lis students and professionals
has never been more urgent this text written by a stellar group of ethics
scholars and contributors from around the globe expertly fills that need
organized into twelve chapters making it ideal for use by instructors
this volume from editors burgess and knox thoroughly covers principles



and concepts in information ethics as well as the history of ethics in
the information professions examines human rights information access
privacy discourse intellectual property censorship data and cybersecurity
ethics intercultural information ethics and global digital citizenship
and responsibility synthesizes the philosophical underpinnings of these
key subjects with abundant primary source material to provide historical
context along with timely and relevant case studies features
contributions from john m budd paul t jaeger rachel fischer margaret
zimmerman kathrine a henderson peter darch michael zimmer and masooda
bashir among others and offers a special concluding chapter by amelia
gibson that explores emerging issues in information ethics including
discussions ranging from the ethics of social media and social movements
to ai decision making this important survey will be a key text for lis
students and an essential reference work for practitioners

Moral Courage

1884

combining the best of author ron scott s books promoting legal awareness
in physical and occupational therapy and professional ethics a guide for
rehabilitation professionals his newest text promoting legal and ethical
awareness a primer for health professionals and patients includes the
latest case regulatory and statutory law this valuable ethical and legal
resource also includes an alphabetized section on hipaa current
information on the reauthorized idea individuals with disabilities act
and expanded coverage of alternative dispute resolution and attorney
health professional client relations cases and questions allow you to
apply key legal and ethical principles to a rehabilitation practice
situation special key term boxes introduce and define important
vocabulary to ensure your understanding of chapter content additional
resource lists in each chapter include helpful sources for articles books
and websites to further your learning case examples let you put new ideas
and concepts into practice by applying your knowledge to the example
legal foundations and ethical foundations chapters introduce the basic
concepts of law legal history the court system and ethics in the
professional setting to provide a solid base for legal and ethical
knowledge an entire chapter devoted to healthcare malpractice provides
vital information on practice problems that have legal implications the
claim process and claim prevention an extended discussion of the
americans with disabilities act informs you of your rights as an employee
as well as the challenges faced in the workforce by your rehabilitation
patients content on employment legal issues includes essential
information for both employees and employers on patient interaction and
the patient s status in the workplace coverage of end of life issues and
their legal and ethical implications provides important information for
helping patients through end of life decisions and care



On Mr. Spencer's Data of Ethics

2016-06-08

increased understanding in international business grows both from an
awareness of cultural differences as well as from an appreciation of
underlying shared values across cultures this volume focuses on the
latter it assembles the best thinking of scholars from around the world
in an attempt to clarify and deepen our understanding of these ethical
universals scholars from germany england canada japan china and the
united states have contributed to this volume they also represent diverse
disciplines economics philosophy business ethics history religion
education and political theory nevertheless they unite in their
conviction that the most important values and principles in international
business do no vary with geography

ethical people

2007

Ethics in Action

2016

Debating Climate Ethics

1958

Ethics

2015-02-02

Public Sector Ethics

2017

The Ethical Practice of Forensic Psychology

2016-05-06
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